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WEAK INTERACTIONS IN ATOMS AND NUCLEI 
C Jarlskog 
Inst. Theor. Phys., Goteborg 
and CERN 
In this talk, I shall be primarily concerned with 
possible weak interaction effects in atoms. At the 
end, I shall give a very brief summary of the present 
status of parity violation in nuclei. 
1. ATOMS 
Atoms may be subdivided into three classes: 
(a) Leptonic atoms. Two such atoms have been 
observed, viz e e + (positronium) and e u + 
(muonium). 
(b) Semileptonic atoms. This class consists of 
ordinary (electronic) and muonic atoms. 
(c) Nonleptonic or hadronic atoms also referred 
to as exotic atoms. Examples are pionic 
and kaonic atoms. 
If you are used to thinking in terms of Feynman 
diagrams the appropriate one describing, eg a semi-
leptonic atoms is given in Fig.(la) 
Fig. la Fig. lb 
where (Z,A) denotes a nucleus with charge Z and mass 
number A. Ordinarily the recoil of the nucleus is 
neglected whereby the nucleus is a source of external 
field. The 2, q = momentum transfer, in the photon 
propagator gives the -j- potential in the coordinate 
space. The wave functions and energies are obtained 
by solving the Dirac equation in the external field 
(A^ = ( — , 0), a = fine structure constant). 
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2. NEUTRAL CURRENTS IN ATOMS* 
IN THE PRESENCE OF NEUTRAL CURRENTS, WE MUST ADD TO 
THE DIAGRAM LA ALSO THOSE DESCRIBING THE WEAK 
INTERACTION OF THE LEPTON WITH THE NUCLÉONS, EG IF 
SUCH INTERACTION IS MEDIATED BY A NEUTRAL VECTOR 
BOSON Z° THE APPROPRIATE DIAGRAM IS AS SHOWN IN 
FIG. LB. SINCE SUCH A BOSON IS PRESUMABLY HEAVY AND 
1 - 1 
THE MOMENTUM TRANSFER IS VERY SMALL — j -—r— 
GIVING A 6(5) POTENTIAL IN THE COORDINATE SPACE. 
PUTTING IN THE APPROPRIATE COUPLINGS, WE WOULD EXPECT 
-> -5 2 
THE DIAGRAM (LB) TO BE OF THE ORDER G6(X), G % 10 M-p , 
AS COMPARED TO I POTENTIAL OF FIG. LA. NOTE THAT IN 
THE CONVENTIONAL CURRENT-CURRENT THEORY WITH CHARGED 
CURRENTS THE WEAK INTERACTION CORRECTIONS TO LEPTONIC 
2 
AND SEMILEPTOMC ATOMS OCCUR IN THE ORDER G , 
LET US ASSUME THAT NEUTRAL CURRENTS ARE VECTOR AND 
AXIAL VECTOR AND PARAMETERIZE THE INTERACTION 
LAGRANGIAN IN THE FORM 
L = — \i> Y, (A - B Y _ ) é ib Y (A - B YCVTY + 
Î Y i ( a *" B Y C H ? Y^(A " B Y C H + . , .1 (1) 
R E ' X V E E'5 R E T N ' N N ' 5 / R N J V J 
WHERE A , B^ ARE CONSTANTS RELEVANT TO ELECTRONIC 
E E 
NEUTRAL CURRENT, ETC. NOTE THAT THE POINT-LIKE FOUR 
FERMION FORM (1) ARISES IF THE INTERACTION IS 
MEDIATED BY ONE OR MORE HEAVY VECTOR BOSONS, FROM 
(1), WE MAY EXTRACT AN INTERACTION HAMILTONIAN WHICH 
CONSISTS OF PARITY CONSERVING AND PARITY VIOLATING 
PARTS AND HJ , VIZ 
P.C 
1 
THE PARITY CONSERVING INTERACTION HAMILTONIAN H^' C* 
GIVES SHIFTS IN THE ENERGY LEVELS (PRIMARILY S LEVELS) 
AND CORRECTIONS TO HYPERFINE SPLITTING. FROM (2) THE 
LEVEL SHIFT IS GIVEN BY 
0 7 3 3 3 
2 Z A M 
ORBITAL QUANTUM 
NUMBERS 
WHERE M IS THE REDUCED MASS (APPROXIMATELY THE LEPTON 
MASS) AND WE HAVE ASSUMED U-E UNIVERSALITY. NOTE THE 
3 
APPEARANCE OF GM IN (4), WHICH IS INTUITIVELY 
EXPECTED BY DIMENSIONAL ARGUMENTS. FOR ELECTRONIC 
ATOMS SE . IS NEGLIGIBLE WHILE FOR MUONIC ATOMS 
3 
l ô E U I a [ZA + (A-Z)ALL ~ 10~ 6 EV THUS FOR A HEAVY 
E P RR 3 
N 
NUCLEUS THE ENERGY SHIFT COULD BE OF THE ORDER OF A 
FEW EV. 
THE HYPERFINE SPLITTING IN HYDROGEN HAS BEEN MEASURED 
TO A VERY HIGH DEGREE OF ACCURACY, VIZ THE HYPERFINE 
FREQUENCY IN MHZ IS GIVEN BY (2) 
PUTTING 14B^B^j = 1, AS IN WEINBERG MODEL, WE FIND 
4 
THAT THE CORRECTION IS ABOUT 10 TIMES LARGER THAN 
THE EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY. UNFORTUNATELY HOWEVER, 
BECAUSE OF OUR LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF FORM FACTOR 
(SIZE) EFFECTS AND POLARISABILITY (TWO PHOTON 
EXCHANGE) CORRECTIONS ONLY THE FIRST SIX DIGITS IN 
(5) ARE THEORETICALLY WELL UNDERSTOOD. THEREFORE, 
WE CONCLUDE B B < 60. 
1
 E P ! 
HERE P AND M ARE THE MOMENTUM AND THE MASS OF THE 
R E E 
ELECTRON. THE DOTS STAND FOR SIMILAR TERMS FOR 
INTERACTION WITH NEUTRONS, MUONIC TERMS, SMALLER 
CORRECTION TERMS, ETC. 
* WE RESTRICT THE DISCUSSION TO LEPTONIC AND 
SEMILEPTONIC ATOMS. 




EFFECTS OF H P * V * ARE EXPECTED TO BE MORE SPECTACULAR 
THAN THOSE OF H^' C* SINCE H ^ , V ' CAN MIX STATES WITH 
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WHERE IS THE UNPERTURBED STATE, n k r i IS THE MIXING 
< i 0 ) i H , | ^ 0 ) > 
PARAMETER, 
"KN 
AND THE DOTS STAND 
K 
FOR CORRECTIONS DUE TO CONTINUUM AND HIGHER ORDER 
CORRECTIONS. THE MIXING OF OPPOSITE PARITY STATES 
HAS TWO IMPORTANT CONSEQUENCES: 
(A) TRANSITIONS FORBIDDEN BY PARITY BECOME 
ALLOWED DUE TO MIXING. HERE THE PROBABILITY 
OF THE TRANSITION IS QUADRATIC IN MIXING 
2 
PARAMETER (IE, ORDER G ) . SIMILAR EFFECTS 
IN NUCLEI HAVE ALREADY BEEN STUDIED TO SOME 
EXTENT (SEE BELOW). 
(B) IF THE STATES N AND K CAN GO TO THE SAME 
FINAL STATE ONE MAY HAVE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 
TO THE FIRST ORDER IN MIXING PARAMETER 
(FIRST ORDER IN G ) . 
IN ORDER TO GET OBSERVABLE EFFECTS SHOULD NOT BE 
TOO SMALL, IE <i>^\E] | S H O U L D BE AS LARGE AS 
POSSIBLE WHILE - E . ^ IS AS SMALL AS POSSIBLE. 
V
 N K 
BY DIMENSIONAL REASONING |HJ |\\)^> °- GM 3, WHERE 
M IS THE LEPTON MASS. THEREFORE IF THE LEPTON MASS 
WERE THE ONLY SCALE AVAILABLE ONE WOULD EXPECT 
, R A Y \ 2 A . 
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS TO BEL—- J ^ 4 X 1 0 TIMES 
VM / 
E 
LARGER IN MUONIC ATOMS THAN IN ORDINARY AND LEPTONIC 
ATOMS. THIS ARGUMENT IS INVALIDATED BY VACUUM 
POLARISATION CORRECTION (WHICH IN MUONIC ATOMS 
DEPENDS CRITICALLY ON ELECTRON MASS) AND BY FINITE 
SIZE EFFECTS. NEVERTHELESS, THE ARGUMENT REMAINS 
PARTIALLY VALID IN LOW Z IONS (SEE BELOW). 
TRADITIONALLY, THE STATES INVOLVED IN MIXING ARE 
CHOSEN TO BE THE 2S, AND 2P, LEVELS SEPARATED ONLY 
2 2 
BY THE LAMB SHIFT ENERGY WHICH IS VERY SMALL. IN 
HYDROGEN LIKE ATOMS 
* N IS PURELY IMAGINARY IF TIME REVERSAL INVARIANCE 
HOLDS. 
FIG. 2 
i K 2 s . ) % ^ ( 0 ) ( 2 S , ) +
 n i | i ( 0 ) ( 2 P I ) , N = RU . (SEE Eq.7) 
2 2 2 Z P I 9 j 
2 2 
THE. STATES I|;^(2SI) AND I | / 0 ^ ( 2 p , ) CAN BOTH DECAY TO 
2 2 
THE GROUND STATE BY ONE PHOTON EMISSION VIA Ml AND El 
TRANSITIONS RESPECTIVELY (SEE FIG. 2 ) . THUS THE 
DECAY AMPLITUDE IS GIVEN BY 
A(2S, + IS, + Y) = Ml + n E l . 
2 2 
/ * 
THE AMPLITUDES INTERFERE IF IMRIFO . THE CONSEQUENCES 
OF SUCH INTERFERENCE ARE AS FOLLOWS. 
(A) THE EMITTED PHOTON HAS A CIRCULAR 
(B) IF THE INITIAL LEPTON IS POLARISED, THERE 
WILL BE A CORRELATIONï^.K, WHERE ^ IS THE 
POLARISATION VECTOR OF THE LEPTON AND K 
IS A UNIT VECTOR ALONG THE PHOTON 
DIRECTION. 
(C) IN MUONIC ATOMS, THE MUON AFTER THE 
TRANSITION MAY DECAY WHEREBY ONE COULD IN 
PRINCIPLE DETECT PARITY VIOLATION IN 
ELECTRON-PHOTON ANGULAR CORRELATION. 
5. MAGNITUDE OF PARITY VIOLATION IN ATOMS 
PARITY VIOLATION EFFECTS ARE LARGEST IN LOW Z MUONIC 
ATOMS BECAUSE OF TWO REASONS NAMELY THE LEPTON MASS 
2 2 
IS LARGE GM^ >> GM G AND ALSO THE VACUUM POLARISATION 
AND FINITE SIZE CORRECTIONS WHICH LARGELY DETERMINE 
THE LAMB SHIFT SEPARATION TEND TO CANCEL FOR Z ^ 3 - 4 . 
THE CIRCULAR POLARISATION OF THE PHOTON IN THE 
TRANSITION 2S, -> IS, + Y IN THE WEINBERG MODEL FOR 
2 2 
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THE EXTREME AS WELL AS REALISTIC' VALUES OF THE 
WEINBERG ANGLE IS GIVEN B Y ^ . 
IT MIGHT TURN OUT THAT THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY of LOW 
Z ATOMS IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT, FOR HIGHER Z THE 
CIRCULAR POLARISATION DROPS, EG (6) 
|PY| * 10~\ Z % 30 
NOTE THAT FOR ELECTRONIC ATOMS THE CORRESPONDING 
EFFECTS ARE SMALLER BY THREE ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE 
FOR Z % 3-4 AND BY TWO ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE FOR 
Z % 30. 
6. PRESENT EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION 
(4) 
RECENTLY IT HAS BEEN POINTED OUT THAT DETECTION 
OF PARITY VIOLATION IN ORDINARY ATOMS SHOULD BE 
DETECTABLE BY USING A DYE LASER WITH ADJUSTABLE 
FREQUENCY. IN THIS CASE ONE COULD EXCITE AN ML 
TRANSITION; THE CASE CHOSEN IS Y + 6S, -> 7SI IN 
2 2 
ATOMIC caesium. THE SIGNATURE OF THE EXCITATION IS 
THE OBSERVATION OF PHOTQNS FROM 7S -> 6P + Y. IF 
6S, IS MIXED THE NUMBER OF DETECTED PHOTONS IS 
2 
DIFFERENT FOR RIGHT AND LEFT POLARISED LASER BEAMS. 
THE EXPERIMENT IS IN PROGRESS. 
7. OUTLOOK 
AT PRESENT THE FIELD OF STUDY OF PARITY VIOLATION IN 
ATOMS IS AT ITS INFANCY. THERE ARE MANY QUESTIONS 
WHICH NEED TO BE INVESTIGATED EXPERIMENTALLY. THE 
FIRST STEP COULD BE TO LOOK FOR ML TRANSITION AND 
STUDY THE BACKGROUNDS SUCH AS THE 2Y DECAY. ONE 
WOULD ALSO LIKE TO KNOW THE POPULATION AND RESIDUAL 
POLARISATION OF THE 2S L LEVELS IN MUONIC ATOMS. 
PERHAPS TRANSITIONS OTHER THAN 2S, - 2P, MAY BE 
2 2 
(8) 
STUDIED MORE READILY. THE NICE FEATURE OF AT 
EXPERIMENTS IS THAT, ANALOGOUS TO CONVENTIONAL 
SEMILEPTONIC WEAK INTERACTIONS, THEIR THEORETICAL 
INTERPRETATION SHOULD BE SIMPLE. 
8. PARITY VIOLATION IN N U C L E I ^ 
PARITY VIOLATION IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS IS BY NOW WELL 
ESTABLISHED ALTHOUGH THE THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION 
OF THE RESULTS IS GENERALLY VERY DIFFICULT DUE TO 
NUCLEAR PHYSICS COMPLICATIONS. THE EFFECTS MAY 
OCCUR BOTH VIA CHARGED CURRENTS AND NEUTRAL CURRENTS. 
THE CHARGED CURRENT TERMS ARE PRESUMABLY GIVEN BY 
STRANGENESS CONSERVING PART OF NONLEPTONIC CABIBBO 
LAGRANGIAN 
WHERE 6 C = CABIBBO ANGLE AND 1 + I2, ETC DENOTE THE 
SU(3) STRUCTURE OF THE CURRENTS. THE NATURE OF THE 
NEUTRAL CURRENT NONLEPTONIC LAGRANGIAN IS NOT KNOWN. 
EXPERIMENTS ON PARITY VIOLATION IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
FALL INTO FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: (A) MEASUREMENT OF 
CIRCULAR POLARISATION OF EMITTED PHOTONS OR ANGULAR 
CORRELATION BETWEEN NUCLEAR SPIN AND PHOTON MOMENTUM, 
(B) OBSERVATION OF IRREGULAR PARITY DECAYS AND 
FINALLY (C) A NUMBER OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLE TYPE 
EXPERIMENTS SUCH A S N + P - > D + Y, N + D-^-T + Y, ETC. 
CIRCULAR POLARISATION OF Y HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN 
SEVERAL TRANSITIONS IN DIFFERENT NUCLEI. THE 
180 —3 
LARGEST EFFECT OCCURS IN HF WHERE ^ -10 
THERE IS ALSO SOME EVIDENCE FOR PARITY FORBIDDEN A 
DECAY OF A 2 LEVEL IN 1 6 0 TO 0 + GROUND STATE OF 1 2 C . 
CIRCULAR POLARISATION HAS ALSO BEEN OBSERVED IN 
PHOTONS FROM N + P ->- D + Y. IN CONCLUSION PARITY 
VIOLATION IN NUCLEAR FORCES IS ESTABLISHED IN A LARGE 
NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS. HOWEVER, IN MANY CASES THERE 
IS SERIOUS DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS. 
THE EXPERTS AGREE THAT MORE THEORETICAL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK IS NEEDED TO CLARIFY THE SITUATION. 
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"NEUTRAL CURRENT AND SIGN OF THE WEAK COUPLING CONSTANT" and "ARE NEUTRINOS ALWAYS LEFT HANDED?" 
B Kayser 
National Science Foundation 
Washington, U.S.A. 
Both papers deal with the properties of the 
neutral weak interaction and their possible use. 
1. Neutral current and sign of the weak coupling  
constant, S. M. Bilenky, N. A. Dadajan and 
E. H. Hristova (Paper 827) 
By measuring the interference of the neutral 
weak interaction with the electromagnetic interaction, 
one can determine the relative sign of the corres­
ponding coupling constants. If this is combined with 
a measurement of the relative sign of the charged and 
neutral weak couplings, the sign of the Fermi coupling 
constant G can be obtained. 
r 
Bilenky et al apply these ideas to the deep 
inelastic process*: 
JT+N -> £ ±+X 
with £=lepton, N=nucleon and X=hadronic system 
The hamiltonian for this interaction is assumed 
to be: 
( X) = + B Y „ . ( G „ + G A + Y C H J ^ , ( 0 
NW 
where J is the hadronic neutral weak current, 
a 
If 
the incoming lepton has a longitudinal polarization 
A, the cross section will have the form 
(A+AA) 
dq 2dv \dq 2dv/ A=0 
A depends upon Gg^, Gg^ and the specific form 
NW 
assumed for the relation between J and its electro-
a 
em 
magnetic counterpart . Assuming a definite form 
for that relation, measurements with leptons and 
antileptons yield the sign of Gg v and Gg^ relative 
to the electromagnetic coupling. 
A study of the reaction 
v e + e -> v e + e (3) 
including a measurement of the electron polarization 
will give the sign of G^, the fermi coupling constant 
relative to the electromagnetic coupling. The form 
assumed for the interaction hamiltonian is: 
*Interference effects for this process have also been 
studied by S. Berman and J. Primack, by M. Suzuki 
and by others 
